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INTRODUCTION

We surveyed communications managers (57%), heads of communications (35%) 
and other related positions in trade associations and NGOs in Brussels.  

The research covered a wide range of topics related to digital advocacy. Our goal 
was to get to know how digital communications is being incorporated into public 
affairs strategies, and to identify the challenges that digital advocates are facing.          

Our research also looked at the influence of the Covid-19 pandemic on digital com-
munications. Key communication channels towards policymakers, their perceived 
value and effectiveness were also analysed.  

The Right Street Digital
https://therightstreet.digital/
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METHODOLOGY

In 2020 we invited public affairs professionals, EU trade associations and NGOs 
based in Brussels to complete a survey of 30 questions related to digital advocacy 
work and the use of digital communications. We then collated and analysed the 
responses we received from 40 organisations and PA professionals.

The median values presented throughout this report do not represent the profile of 
any individual organisation.  

The Right Street Digital
https://therightstreet.digital/
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Key Findings & Insights
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Digital communications has already become an integral part of most 
public affairs strategies.  

Most respondents rely on digital communications both for 
specific campaigns and general external communication, while 
implementing a strategic approach in their digital communication 
activities. 

Do you use digital communications only with specific campaigns  
or for general external communications?

Only for specific campaigns 7.50% 3

General communications 22.50% 9

Both 70.00% 28

TOTAL 40

Only for specific campaigns

General communications

Both
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Do you follow a particular strategy when it comes to your digital 
communications activities?

Yes, we have a strategy 72.22% 26

No, we don’t have a strategy and we  
don’t need one

0.00% 0

Yes, but we need to revise it 22.22% 8

No, but we plan to have one within  
next 12 months

5.56% 2

TOTAL 36

Yes, we have a 
strategy

No, we don’t have a strategy and we don’t need one

Yes, but we need to revise it

No, but we plan to have one within next 12 months

Almost one third of respondents indicated that digital activities are 
a majority part of their overall public affairs outreach strategy.    
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Is the COVID-19 crisis expanding or reducing your use of digital 
communications in public affairs work??

The COVID-19 pandemic has significantly expanded the use of 
digital communications

Over 75% of the respondents said that the COVID crisis had 
significantly increased their use of digital communications.

But these organisations face multiple challenges in applying digital 
communications tools, channels and content. They do not have 
enough time and/or budget, and they have little understanding of 
how to measure digital impact.   

Expanding 75.00% 3

Reducing 7.50% 9

The same 17.50% 28

TOTAL 40

Expanding

Reducing

The same
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Indicate your key challenges in applying digital communications tools, 
channels and content and rate them (from 1-5; 5 being maximum).

1 2 3 4 5 Total WEIGHTED  
AVERAGE

Time 2.56% 
1

25.64%
10

20.51%
8

23.08%
9

28.21%
11 39 3.49

Budget 12.82%
5

20.51%
8

30.77%
12

20.51%
8

17.95%
7 39 3.10

Unsure how to measure impact 17.95%
7

20.51%
8

30.77%
12

28.21%
11

2.56%
1 39 2.77

Confused about the possibilities 38.46%
15

33.33%
13

12.82%
5

15.38%
6

0.00%
0 39 2.05

Members/management not convinced about 
the effectiveness

25.64%
10

20.51%
8

25.64%
10

15.38%
6

12.82%
5 39 2.69

Simply don’t believe they add  
too much value

79.49%
31

7.69%
3

10.26%
4

2.56%
1

0.00%
0 39 1.36

Time Budget Unsure 
how to 

measure 
impact

Confused 
about the 

possibilities

Members/ 
management 
not convinced 

about the  
effectiveness

Simply don’t 
believe  

they add  
too much  

value
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Annual digital communications budgets vary significantly

The importance of digital communications is not necessarily reflected in 
the annual budgets of respondents. Half of the organisations we surveyed 
have under 5,000 EUR per year for digital communications activities, while 
less than a third (31%) operate a 5,000 to 15,000 EURO annual budget.  

8% of respondents have an annual budget between 15,000 and 30,000 
EURO, while only 11% allocate annual budgets of over 30,000 EURO for 
digital communications activities.  

What is your organisation’s annual budget (in €) for digital communications  
activities (skip this question if you don’t want to answer it)?

5,000 50.00% 13

5,000 - 15,000 30.77% 8

15,000 - 30,000 7.69% 2

> 30,000 11.54% 3

TOTAL 26

5,000

5,000 - 15,000

15,000 - 30,000

> 30,000
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Do you plan to increase this budget in the next 6 months?

Yes 25.71% 9

No 74.29% 26

TOTAL 35

Annual digital communications budgets vary significantly

74% of the organizations included in this research don’t plan to increase 
the existing budget in the next 6 months.  
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Social Media and websites – key communication channels towards policymakers

Organisations mostly use social media (95%) and their websites (92%) to 
communicate with policymakers. Respondents also rely on newsletters (62%), 
traditional Banner advertising (Politico, Euractiv, Euobserver, etc.) (42%) and 
webinars & podcasts (42%) to get their message across.  

Social Media ads and Google ads – untapped potential

Digital advertising (social media ads, Google ads and in particular Google search 
ads) is still greatly underused and undervalued. Very few of the organisations we 
surveyed are using the targeted efficiency of digital ads to reach, engage and 
influence audiences in Brussels and internationally.  

Which digital channels do  
you most use to communicate 
with policymakers?

Website 92.50% 37

Banner advertising (Politico,  
Euractiv, Euobserver, etc.) 42.50% 17

Social Media 95.00% 38

Newsletter 62.50% 25

Webinars & podcasts 42.50% 17

Google ads 7.50% 3

Social Media ads 25.00% 10

Google search ads 2.50% 1

Total Respondents: 40
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Lack of external support for Social Media activities

Most organisations manage their social media activities internally 
(82%). A small proportion (18%) rely on the combination of internal 
and external management of social media activities. No organisations 
completely outsource their social media activities.  

How do you manage your social media activities?

Internally 82.05% 32

Externally 0.00% 0

Combination 17.95% 7

TOTAL 39

Internally

Combination

Externally
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Lack of external support for Social Media activities

Communications managers and heads of communications mostly 
carry out social media work themselves (44%). Only a small number of 
organisations (16%) have a designated employee for handling social 
media work; 3% rely on interns for social media activities, while as 
much as 37% share the social media work within the organisation.   

Who in your team carries out social media work?

Myself 43.75% 14

A designated employee 15.63% 5

Intern 3.13% 1

Shared 37.50% 12

TOTAL 32

Myself

A designated employee

Intern

Shared
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Tools used for digital advocacy  

Design and video editing software are tools mostly used by respondents 
in their digital advocacy work.  

A little more than half of respondents (56%) use social media posting 
tools like Hootsuite and Tweetdeck. Less than half (45%) use more 
advanced social media monitoring tools like Meltwater, Brandwatch, etc.  

Most organisations (78%) use design software tools like Photoshop in 
their digital advocacy work; 67% use video making/editing software. 

 

Which tools do you use for  
digital advocacy?

(Social) media monitoring subscriptions 
(Meltwater, Brandwatch, etc.) 45.95% 17

Social media posting tools  
(Hootusite, etc.) 56.76% 21

Design software (Photoshop, etc.) 78.38% 29

Video making/editing software 67.57% 25

Total Respondents 37

(Social) media monitoring 
subscriptions (Meltwater,  
Brandwatch, etc.)

Social media posting tools  
(Hootusite, etc.)

Design software 
(Photoshop, etc.)

Video making/editing 
software
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Almost half of respondents aren’t satisfied with their current website

Even though a majority of organisations believe their website is their 
most important communication tool, only a little over half (58%) are 
satisfied with their current website.

 

 

Are you satisfied with your current website?

Yes 57.50% 23

No 25.00% 10

Somewhat 17.50% 7

TOTAL 40

Yes

No

Somewhat
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Almost half of respondents aren’t satisfied with their current website

Among respondents, time (17%) and budget (17%) were major factors 
preventing them from updating their website.

 

 

What prevents you from updating the site:

Time 17.65% 3

Budge 17.65% 3

Members/management don’t view it as 
a priority 5.88% 1

Other 41.18% 7

Nothing, we plan to update it in the next 
12 months 58.82% 10

Total Respondents 17

Time

Budge

Members/management don’t view it as a priority

Other

Nothing, we plan to update 
it in the next 12 months
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The value of SEO is widely recognised, but 1/3 of organisations  
re not doing it  

Most of the trade Associations and NGOs we surveyed recognise the 
importance of Search Engine Optimisation for their website – 64% said 
that they apply SEO strategies in their work. But almost one quarter of 
organisations do not apply SEO at all, while 13% do not know what SEO is.  

 

 

Do you utilise SEO (search engine optimisation) strategies on your site?

Yes 64.10% 25

No 23.08% 9

I’m mostly unfamiliar with SEO 12.82% 5

Total Respondents 39

Yes

No

I’m mostly unfamiliar with SEO
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Do you utilise SEO (search engine optimisation) 
strategies on your site?

NOT  
EFFECTIVE AT 

ALL
(NO LABEL) MODERATELY 

EFFECTIVE (NO LABEL) REALLY  
EFFECTIVE

NOT USED  
AT ALL Total WEIGHTED  

AVERAGE

Twitter 5.13% (2) 0.00% (0) 10.26% (4) 30.77% (12) 53.85% (21) 0.00% (0) 39 4.28
LinkedIn 2.56% (1) 5.13% (2) 15.38% (6) 33.33% (3) 41.03% (16) 2.56% (1) 39 4.08

Facebook 10.26% (4) 15.38% (6) 30.77% (12) 5.13% (2) 2.56% (1) 35.90% (14) 39 2.60
Instagram 12.82% (5) 5.13% (2) 15.38% (6) 0.00% (0) 2.56% (1) 64.10% (25) 39 2.29

Youtube 12.82% (2) 25.64% (10) 38.46% (15) 10.26% (4) 0.00% (0) 12.82% (5) 39 2.53

Social Media is seen as the most valuable digital communication channel

Social media channels are recognised as the most effective, followed by 
websites, webinars, podcasts and newsletters.  

Most organisations find Twitter and LinkedIn to be the most effective social 
channels for their work. Facebook and YouTube are considered to be moderately 
effective, while Instagram is only used by around 1/3 (36%) of the organisations 
we surveyed.  

Twitter LinkedIn Facebook Instagram Youtube
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Which platform would you like to invest more in over the next 12 months?

Twitter 25.64% 10

LinkedIn 41.03% 16

Facebook 10.26% 4

Instagram 12.82% 5

Youtube 10.26% 4

Other 0.00% 0

Total Respondents 39

Social Media is seen as the most valuable digital communication channel

In the next 12 months, most respondents would like to invest more in 
LinkedIn (41%) and Twitter (26%). Some are also planning to invest in 
Instagram (13%), YouTube (10.2%) and Facebook (10%). 

Twitter

LinkedIn

Facebook

Instagram

Youtube
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Which channel do you plan to use 
more in the next 12 months?

Website 67.50% 27

Banner advertising (Politico, Euractiv, 
Euobserver, etc.) 22.50% 9

Social Media 77.50% 31

Newsletter 35.00% 14

Webinars 60.00% 24

Google ads 10.00% 4

Social Media ads 42.50% 17

Google search ads 5.00% 2

Total Respondents 40

Future plans – Increase in Social Media ads 

Most of the respondents plan to use their Social Media (77.5%), Website 
(67%) and Webinars (60%) for their work in the next 12 months.  

Respondents plan to rely more on Social Media Ads (42.5%) and newsletters 
(35%) than on Banner advertising like Politico, Euractiv, Euobserver, etc. 
(22.5%).  

Only a small number of respondents plans to use Google ads (10%) and 
Google search ads (5%).    

Website

Banner advertising...

Social Media

Newsletter

Webinars

Google ads

Social Media ads

Google search ads
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What is the main benefit of banner ads on Politico, Euractiv, etc?

Reach & number of impressions 17.95% 7

Targeted readership 48.72% 19

We don’t run banner ads 33.33% 13

Total 39

A third of trade associations and NGOs don’t do banner advertising

Almost half (48%) of organisations indicated targeted readership as the 
main benefit of banner ads on media sites like Politico and Euractiv;  18% 
stated they consider the reach and number of impressions as the main 
benefits of banner advertising.  

Reach & number of impressions

Targeted readership

We don’t run banner ads
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If you do not execute banner advertising, why?

Budget 57.14% 12

They aren’t effective 9.52% 2

I tried, but did not find them effective 33.33% 7

Total 21

A third of trade associations and NGOs don’t do banner advertising

Our survey showed that 33% of trade associations and NGOs don’t run 
banner ads. As reasons, 57% of respondents indicated budget restrictions; 
33% tried banner advertising but did not find them effective, while 9% do 
not consider banner advertising to be effective at all.  

Budget

Budget

I tried, but did not find them effective
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Which type of content 
do you use the most?

Videos/GIFs 18.42% 7

Images/photos 52.63% 20

Infographics 7.89% 3

Audio 2.63% 1

Text only 18.42% 7

Don’t use tools 0.00% 0

Total 38

Infographics – the most effective content for public affairs activities

Visual media is popular among respondents. Infographics and videos 
are recognised as the most effective content in terms of public affairs 
impact. Over half of respondents (52%) use images/photos the most, while 
18% mostly use videos/GIFs. Even though they are not widely used (8%), 
infographics are considered to be most effective content, according to 
respondents.   
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1 2 3 4 5 NOT USED Total WEIGHTED  
AVERAGE

Videos/GIFs 0.00%
0

5.26%
2

13.16%
5

44.74%
17

34.21%
13

2.63%
1 38 4.11

Images/photos 0.00%
0

2.63%
1

15.79%
6

57.89%
22

23.68%
9

0.00%
0 38 4.03

Infographics 2.63%
1

2.63%
1

7.89%
3

39.47%
15

44.74%
17

2.63%
1 38 4.24

Audio 13.16%
5

10.53%
4

10.53%
4

7.89%
3

2.63%
1

55.26%
21 38 2.47

Text only 10.53%
4

28.95%
1

34.21%
13

10.53%
4

7.89%
3

7.89%
3 38 2.74

Rate the effectiveness of each type of content (from 1-5), according to your 
experience which made a concrete impact in your public affairs activities  
(5 being maximum).
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Which type of content would you like to use more in the next 12 months?

Videos/GIFs 78.95% 30

Images/photos 23.68% 9

Infographics 65.79% 25

Audio 15.79% 6

Text (blogs, policy papers, etc.) 21.05% 8

Total Respondents 38

Respondents would like to use more Videos/GIFs and Infographics for 
their work in the next 12 months.  

Videos/GIFs

Images/photos

Infographics

Audio

Text (blogs, policy papers, etc.)
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How often do you believe digital advocacy alone has made a concrete impact?

Never 15.79% 6

A few times 57.89% 22

Many times 26.32% 10

Total 38

83% agree – digital advocacy makes concrete impact

Over a quarter (26%) of respondents believe that digital advocacy alone has 
made a concrete impact on their work “many times”; 57% said it has made 
a concrete impact “a few times”. Only a few respondents (15%) believe that 
digital advocacy alone has never made a concrete impact.    

Never

A few times

Many times
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